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As I began reading Gillian Brock [http://www.arts.auckland.ac.nz/people/gbro064] and Hamish Russell
[http://www.philosophy.utoronto.ca/directory/hamish-russell/] ’s new article entitled Abusive Tax Avoidance and
Institutional Corruption: The Responsibilities of Tax Professionals, a colleague shared the following
cartoon with me:





Reprinted under a Creative
Commons License.
Not surprisingly, I immediately interpreted the cartoon in light of Brock and Russell’s article: the
functioning of the tax system depends, in part on our acknowledgement that certain behavior is important
to its successful operation, even though that behavior may not have been formalized explicitly into the
law. Of course there are differences between absconding with the “free” restaurant chips and facilitating
abusive tax avoidance, but the essence of the critique seemed to be the same. Systems and relationships
that depend entirely upon clearly articulated rules of engagement without any overlay of moral
responsibility face serious challenges. Can we articulate an appropriate moral standard by positing, as
Brock and Russell suggest, a world in which our conduct and its implications are widely known? One in
which, for example, all diners and restaurants see the abuse of the free chips system.
Unfortunately, while it may be relatively easy to identify and agree upon the moral framework for dining
out, it has been more difficult to establish a shared vision of the moral responsibility for curbing abusive
tax avoidance. But Brock and Russell seek to ignite this conversation through their fresh perspective.
Ethical discussions are not absent from gatherings of tax professionals. Many annual conferences devote
a portion of the program to a presentation on ethics in tax practice (perhaps encouraged by the attendees’
need to satisfy state and other licensing requirements). The programs, however, tend to focus on
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grounded in the traditionally recognized duties that lawyers owe clients). But their primary mission in
this article is to provide an alternative framing of this entire debate – one that begins with notions of
integrity and corruption in fiscal institutions, and concludes with a powerful claim that professionals who
have contributed to abusive tax avoidance (and thus potential institutional corruption) bear a special duty
to “engage in collective action to support necessary changes to practices or norms in their professions.”
Brock and Russell’s fresh take on defining the ethical and moral duties of tax professionals provides a
valuable contribution to the literature and one that I hope they continue to develop.
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